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Mental Health Memo
By Cassandra Santiago

Trying something new leads to 
confidence and positive self-esteem. Take 
a leap of faith this summer by trying 
something you have never done before. 
The term “bucket list” is one of the best 
ways to get motivated for this challenge. 
People of all ages can make a list of 
activities to try or places to see. Challenge 
yourself to try one new thing each week or 
once a month.
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Rain, rain come and stay!
or maybe come and go!

By Ashley Buffington

We finally got some rain! I 
hope everyone reading this also 
got some much needed moisture! 
This last week has been good to us 
here in eastern South Dakota. We 
have gotten over an inch of much 
needed rain! The grass is a little 
greener, not so much dust on the 
gravel and all farmers and ranchers 
are in a bit better mood!

My husband and I have a small 
hobby herd of cows along with 
some farm and hay ground. We 
have been in need of rain for our 
crops and pastures. Our first cutting 
of hay was all about 50% with the 
drought. We have one pasture that 
after we cut we let grow back and 
then turn cows out on for the rest 
of the summer. After we baled it 
I thought, I don’t know if we are 
even going to get to run cows out 
here this year. 

Finally this week we got a couple 
days of nice rain, followed by some 
nice cool days letting the moisture 
soak down into the ground. The 
crops and hay ground are looking 
much better and the livestock was 
happy to get a much needed break 
from the heat and dust!

It got me thinking of how 
important water is in general. All 
living things need water to survive. 
So what does water do?

• It helps create saliva
• It regulates your body 
temperature
• It protects your tissues, spinal 
cord, and joints
• It helps excrete waste through 
perspiration, urination, and 
defecation
• It helps maximize physical 
performance
• It helps prevent constipation

• It aids in digestion
• It helps with nutrient absorption
• It helps you lose weight
• It improves blood oxygen 
circulation
• It helps fight off illness
• It helps boost energy
• It aids in cognitive function
• It helps improve mood
• It helps keep skin bright
• It prevents overall dehydration
I am always worried about our 

horses drinking enough water 
when we are on the road going to 
rodeos. I always have a water tank 
with water from home because I 

think the horses drink the water 
from home better. I usually buy 
the type of spray tanks you can 
put on a four wheeler and just put 
an adapter on it so we can hook 
a hose up. Plus if you have water 
with you don’t have to walk and 
carry buckets from a hydrant. My 
husbands old calf roping horse 
Trent, was spoiled rotten when 
it came to getting water on the 
road. If it wasn’t water from home 
he wouldn’t drink it, unless we 
put kool aid packets in it. So my 
husband usually had a box of kool 
aid packets in his rope bag. 

In the winter time making sure 
hydrants and water tanks aren’t 
froze up so livestock can drink can 
take up a large amount of time. It 
doesn’t matter if it’s a Tuesday or 
Christmas if the water tank is froze 
everything else stops until it’s 
either un froze or the livestock has 
another way to drink. 

In the summer, winter, spring 
and fall 24/7 any time any where 
water is a constant that always has 
and always will be needed. The 
crops, the people, the livestock 
ALL living things need water to 
survive! cc
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By Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D.

Allergies are a common 
complaint, especially during 
the warmer months. The typical 
treatment involves antihistamines 
or steroids. And these drugs often 
give good results. In fact, I would 
likely do the same for my horses if 
they were suffering. Allergies are 
miserable!  Coughing, runny eyes 
and nose, incessant itching – the 
torment is tough to watch, and you 
want a solution, fast! 

But these drugs do not cure 
anything. They simply help the 
symptoms. Why not, instead, try 
to improve the diet so your horse’s 
allergies subside – perhaps at first, 
in addition to the medications you 
are using. Over time, your horse 
may respond so favorably, that 
drugs are no longer needed! 

Why does your horse have 
allergies in the first place?
It often has to do with the constant 

bombardment of chemicals that 

impair immune function, along 
with missing nutrients, such as 
essential fatty acids and vitamin 
D, which leave the immune system 
too weak to fight off the allergens 
from the environment, insects, and 
even feedstuffs.

The goal is to bring your 
horse’s overactive immune 
function back into balance.
This can be accomplished 

by feeding key nutrients and 
specific herbal preparations. In my 
reference book, Feed Your Horse 
Like a Horse[i], I have a section on 
“Dr. Getty’s Fighting Formula,”[ii] 
which includes antioxidants 
such as vitamin C, vitamin E and 
selenium, beta carotene (as vitamin 
A) as well a vitamin D, the B 
vitamins, and prebiotics. Choosing 
a vitamin/mineral supplement that 
provides these nutrients offers a 
good foundation.[iii] Though not 
mentioned specifically in this book, 
offering colostrum is a state-of-the 
art addition to the diet to protect 

and balance immune function.[iv]
One of the most important 

ingredients is a source of omega 3 
fatty acids.[v] Choose from ground 
flax seeds, flax seed oil, chia seeds, 
hemp seed hearts, hemp seed oil, or 
algae DHA.

Several herbs have been 
proven successful in alleviating 
allergy symptoms
You may wish to consult with 

a practicing herbalist to get a 
complete list of relevant herbs, 
or consider formulas that contain 
some of the following:

• Spirulina – heavily researched 
to improve allergy symptoms in 
horses.[vii]
• Burdock Root – helps the 
tissues remove toxins to reduce 
inflammation.
• Rosehips – highly bioavailable 
source of vitamin C and 
bioflavonoids.
• Stinging Nettle – relieves 
runny nose and eyes, as well as 
itching.

• Milk Thistle – helps the liver 
to remove toxins.
• Spearmint and peppermint 
– reduce oxidative stress 
and inflammation in the lungs 
as a natural antihistamine and 
expectorant.
• Basil – treats nasal and 
bronchial inflammation.
• Quercetin and other 
bioflavonoids – work 
with vitamin C as a natural 
antihistamine.
• Orange peel – loaded with 
compounds to reduce the 
histamine reaction.
• Hawthorne Berry – potent 
antioxidant.
• Grape seed extract – relieves 
congestion symptoms and acts 
as an antioxidant.
• Jiaogulan (Gynostemma 
pentaphyllum) – medical use 
is extensive including bronchial 
dilation and improved c
irculation.[viii]
• Turmeric – relieves pain and 

QuietQuiet Your Horse’s Allergies Your Horse’s Allergies 
tHrougH Herbs And KeY nutrientstHrougH Herbs And KeY nutrients
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discomfort from lung and nasal 
congestion.
Bottom line
There is no substitute for a 

wholesome, nutritious diet. While 
pharmaceuticals may have their 
place in extreme allergic reactions, 
choosing natural remedies will not 
only relieve symptoms but they 
will help the body heal.

[i] Getty, J.M. 2010. Feed 
Your Horse Like a Horse, https://
g e t t y e q u i n e n u t r i t i o n . c o m /
products/feed-your-horse-like-a-
horse

[ii] Dr. Getty’s Fighting 
Formula, Feed Your Horse Like 
a Horse, Chapter 16 – Immunity 
Issues, pp 294-297. https://
g e t t y e q u i n e n u t r i t i o n . c o m /
products/feed-your-horse-like-a-
horse

[iii] Consider Su-Per 
Antioxidant (Gateway Products): 
https://gettyequinenutrition.com/
products/antioxidant

[iv] Getty, J.M., Colostrum 
– An exceptional superfood! 
https://gettyequinenutrition.com/
pages/colostrum-an-exceptional-
superfood

[v] Getty, J.M. Fat is fat, right? 
Check your omegas! https://
gettyequinenutrition.com/pages/
fat-is-fat-right-no-check-your-
omegas

[vi] Omega 3 supplements can be 
found in Dr. Getty’s Free Shipping 
store: https://gettyequinenutrition.
c o m / c o l l e c t i o n s / o m e g a - 3 -
supplements

[vii] Kellon, E., 2006. Use of the 
herb Gynostemma pentaphyllum 
and the blue-green algae Spirulina 
platensis in horses. Third European 
Equine Nutrition and Health 
Congress, Gent, Belgium, March.

[viii] Kellon, E., 2006. Use of the 
herb Gynostemma pentaphyllum 
and the blue-green algae Spirulina 
platensis in horses. Third European 
Equine Nutrition and Health 
Congress, Gent, Belgium, March.

--------------------------------------
Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is an 

independent equine nutritionist 
with a wide U.S. and international 
following. Her research-based 
approach optimizes equine health 
by aligning physiology and 

instincts with correct feeding and 
nutrition practices. Dr. Getty’s goal 
is to empower the horseperson with 
the confidence and knowledge to 
provide the best nutrition for his or 
her horse’s needs.

Dr. Getty’s fundamental 
resource book, Feed Your Horse 
Like a Horse, is available in 
paperback and Kindle versions. 
The paperback version is available 
at https://gettyequinenutrition.com 
-- buy the book there and have it 
inscribed by the author. Print and 

Kindle versions are also available 
at Amazon; find print version at 
other online retail bookstores. The 
seven individual volumes in Dr. 
Getty’s topic-centered “Spotlight 
on Equine Nutrition” series are 
available with special package 
pricing at her website, and also 
at Amazon in print and Kindle 
versions. Dr. Getty’s books make 
ideal gifts for equestrians!

Find a world of useful 
information for the horseperson at 
https://gettyequinenutrition.com: 

Sign up for Dr. Getty’s informative, 
free e-newsletter, Forage for 
Thought; browse her resource 
library of articles and tips; listen to 
recorded interviews; and purchase 
recordings of her educational 
teleseminars and webinars.

Find a variety of quality 
supplements and whole foods at 
her online Free Supplement Store 
at https://gettyequinenutrition.
com. Reach Dr. Getty directly at 
gettyequinenutrition@gmail.com.

 cc
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Press Release

(SAINT JOSEPH, Mo., July 
1, 2021) Hope Thompson wasn’t 
born with a rope in her hand. In 
fact, she wasn’t even born into a 
rodeo family. However, once her 
mom started rescuing horses, it 
didn’t take her long to pick up a 
rope, and she hasn’t looked back.

“We didn’t even have a fence. 
And then my mom rescued some 
horses and my dad had to build 
fence. That is how I got into the 
horses and further along I ran 
barrels and poles and did the speed 
events, but I always wanted to 
rope. They said I carried a rope 
around all the time,” Thompson 

recalled.
She’s still carrying a rope, and 

she’s taken her rope and her skills 
around the world to help others. 
Thompson met the right people 
near her hometown in northeast 
Texas, when she was 10 or 11 to 
start taking roping lessons. Fast 
forward 25 years, and for the past 
decade, she has been giving roping 
clinics across the world, from her 
current home in Abilene, Texas 
to Hawaii and across the globe to 
Sweden and Australia.

With a combined passion for 
horses and helping others succeed, 
Thompson enjoys watching her 
students progress.

“The best part is taking someone 

who doesn’t hardly know which 
end of the rope to use and then 
seeing them later and having them 
compete against you and seeing 
their progress. Some of the coolest 
stuff though, is hearing stories on 
how you have touched someone’s 
life way deeper than just roping, 
and I feel that they do that for me 
as well,” she said.

In addition to the 10 or so clinics 
she gives each year with Lari Dee 
Guy, Thompson is an avid trainer 
and competitor, both in breakaway 
and team roping. She won her first 
breakaway World title in the WPRA 
in 2013. She captured the WPRA 
World title in the team roping in 
2017 with Whitney DeSalvo.

Valued Partnerships
Thompson said she values the 

partnerships of good horses and 
good roping partners. She has 
been breakaway roping on her 
main horse, Ink, for eight years, 
and has had great success with 
the mare that has won the AQHA 
Reserve World Show title. Ink is 
versatile and although Thompson 
only breakaway ropes from her, 
the mare is trained in multiple 
disciplines including heading, 
heeling and tie-down.

“There is no amount of money 
that can buy her from me. We’re a 
team,” she said of the horse she has 
trained.

Although she never team roped 

Ambassador Shares her 
Passion Around the Globe
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early on, she started team roping 
when she decided to train horses. 
It’s a decision she’s glad she made, 
as she cherishes the camaraderie 
that it involves. Her number 
one heeling partner is DeSalvo, 
although she also ropes with Rylie 
Smith and Kelsie Chace.

“I love that I get to share all the 
highs and lows with a partner. They 
are also some of your best friends. 
There is nothing better, even 
though you go through some lows, 
you get to celebrate and enjoy all 
your wins with someone as well,” 
Thompson said.

Her heading horse, Andre is 
another partner that she values. She 
also trained him, and though cross-
trained, prefers to keep him focused 
only on heading. Andre typically 
gets anxious when traveling and 
will stop eating and drinking when 
being hauled, so Thompson was 
looking for a solution to get him 
back on feed and water when they 
are on the road. That is when she 
heard about Vitalize® products.

“One of the huge reasons, when 
I heard about Vitalize, I thought 
I would try it is the horses can’t 
talk to us; we just have to pay 
attention to them and notice those 
differences. Just like that horse not 
wanting to eat or drink so I was 
onboard to try the Vitalize, and the 
results speak for themselves,” she 
said.

Thompson, the newest Vitalize 
Ambassador, has been giving 
her horses Vitalize® Equine 
High Performance, Vitalize® 
Alimend® and Vitalize® Equine 
Recovery Gel. She likes the 
combination of the products that 
contain Amaferm®, a precision 
prebiotic designed to boost animal 
resilience to challenges. It is 
research-proven to improve gut 

integrity and immune response. 
The Vitalize High Performance 
is a highly fortified, pelleted 
product that contains organic trace 
minerals to provide comprehensive 
nutrition when the diet needs 
additional fortification due to 
high performance. The Vitalize 
Alimend is a natural unique blend 
of: MHB3® Hyaluronan, H. 
erinaceous (Lion’s mane) extract, 
and Amaferm that provides 
continuous stomach comfort and 
relieves equine gastric issues 
commonly associated with training, 
traveling, and performance without 
altering stomach pH or hindering 
digestion.

“My favorite product right 
now is the Vitalize Recovery Gel 
because of the fast results I see 
from it. Andre is a very anxious 
horse that does not eat or drink 
well when we are traveling. I give 
it to him before we leave and when 
we get somewhere. His demeanor 
is better. He feels more settled 
in and is less anxious. I give it 
to all of the horses when we are 
traveling but notice huge results on 
him because he is so anxious. The 
Recovery Gel made him so much 
better,” Thompson said.

The Vitalize Equine Recovery 
Gel is a quick-response product 

to help horses get back on their 
feet after stressful situations like 
hauling, sickness or performance. 
It contains Amaferm as well as 
MOS to trap and expel pathogens, 
limiting their ability to do harm, 
antioxidants to protect and boost 
immunity and other valuable 
nutrients needed during stress.

Just as Thompson describes 
her partner and fellow Vitalize 
Ambassador DeSalvo as “genuine,” 
the Vitalize products with the 
Amaferm advantage are the real 
key to giving all of Thompson’s 
horses the #goodgutfeeling they 
deserve. The Vitalize Team is 
proud to have a passionate partner 
like Hope Thompson on its 
Ambassador team.

To learn more about Vitalize 
or the Amaferm advantage for 
your equine partner, visit www.
vitalizeeq.com

About BioZyme® Inc.
BioZyme Inc., founded in 1951, 

develops and manufactures natural, 
proprietary products focused 
on animal nutrition, health and 
microbiology. With a continued 
commitment to research, BioZyme 
offers a complete line of feed 
additives and high density, highly 
available vitamin, mineral, trace 

mineral and protein supplements 
for a variety of animals including 
cattle, pigs, poultry, sheep, 
goats, horses and dogs. BioZyme 
brands include Amaferm,®, 
VitaFerm®, Vita Charge®, Sure 
Champ®, Vitalize®, DuraFerm® 
and Backyard Boost™. With 
headquarters in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, the company reaches a 
global market of customers that 
stretches into countries across five 
continents. For more information 
about BioZyme, visit www.
biozymeinc.com. cc
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By Tory Moore

Sweating is a critical tool to keep horses 
comfortable and healthy, but chronic idiopathic 
anhidrosis, a dangerous equine condition can 
impede their natural cooling mechanism and 
cause performance and health issues. For the 
first time, UF/IFAS researchers have identified 
genomic markers that cause the potentially 
fatal condition.

The genomic mapping study gave 
researchers a discovery-based approach to 
attacking this disease, pushing aside prior 
assumptions about the disease’s causes. A team 
of UF scientists from the Genetics Institute 
and the College of Veterinary Medicine used 
genetic markers like signposts, looking for the 
common genomic markers found in horses 
that had chronic idiopathic anhidrosis disease. 
These genetic signposts pointed to a defective 
potassium transporter that likely hinders sweat 
function. 

“Now that we know which biological 
pathways cause the condition, we hope to 
design specific strategies to intervene,” 
said Samantha Brooks, UF/IFAS associate 
professor of equine physiology. “We found that 
this disease has similarities to cystic fibrosis 
which has many drug treatments available and 
in development. Knowing this, we can start to 
consider ways to treat these horses that suffer 
from this condition, helping them sweat more 
normally over longer periods of time.”

Genetic mutations leading to cystic fibrosis 
also impact ion channels and gave researchers 
some clues as to how this particular defective 
potassium transporter might work. Additional 
research is needed to fully understand, but 
researchers found a change in the protein that 
alters when this ion transporter turns on and 
off. The stress of the sweat gland attempting 
to function with this faulty transporter likely 
destroys the ability to sweat over time.

“Using histology, the study of the structure 
of the tissues, previous work found that the 
sweat glands become damaged after horses live 
with chronic idiopathic anhidrosis over long 
periods of time,” Brooks said. “That is why 
we have not been successful in reversing the 
disease and restoring sweat function. Trying 
to sweat without a functional ion transporter 
could be the cause of the damage to the cells in 
the sweat gland. We may not be able to reverse 

that.”
Having chronic idiopathic anhidrosis is like 

driving a car on a flat tire, Brooks explained. 
Over time, a horse living with this disease 
experiences impacts to their overall health 
beyond the inability to sweat. Living with the 
condition becomes a quality-of-life concern 
and unlike other kinds of anhidrosis, chronic 
idiopathic anhidrosis cannot be solved quickly 
or cured.

UF scientists 
discover genetic 

markers tied 
to loss of the 

ability to sweat 
in horses
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“The saddest part about this 
disease is that we do not have any 
specific way to treat the condition 
right now,” Brooks said. “We can 
see what is happening and try to 
address the symptoms but because 
we do not know exactly what is 
causing it, we cannot attack the 
disease. So far, no supplements 
or medications have been tested 
and proven to work in a scientific 
study.”

Most chronic idiopathic 
anhidrosis horses sweat normally 
when they are young, but their 
cells accumulate damage over 
time, especially in   extreme 
environments like Florida. Older 
horses experience more severe 
clinical signs such as critical 
hyperthermia as they lose more 
sweat gland function over time.

“We also do not understand 
the severity aspect,” said Laura 
Patterson Rosa, animal science 
graduate student and lead author of 
the study published in the Journal 
of Investigative Dermatology. 
“We don’t understand why 
some horses have it worse than 

others. Even if it is chronic, the 
severity differs.”

In their study, scientists were 
surprised to find the genetic 
marker that causes chronic 

idiopathic anhidrosis is a common 
marker, particularly in sport-type 
horses like Quarter Horses and 
Thoroughbreds.

“I think there are a lot of horses 

out there struggling to live with 
the early stages of this disease, but 
owners and caretakers are just not 
aware of it,” Brooks said. “Long 
periods of hot humid weather here 
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in the southeastern U.S aggravate 
the condition, increasing the 
chances an owner will notice 
the problem, but it can be just as 
much of an issue for horses in 
more northern locations. You may 
not think of places up north as 
having a hot summer that would 
make it hard for these horses to 
live, but if a horse has chronic 
idiopathic anhidrosis it might just 
take a single day in the 90s to 
trigger an episode of overheating. 
That can be very startling to their 
caretakers, and miserable for the 
horses. Especially if they live in a 
climate where those hot days are 
rare.”

The first signs of an insufficient 
sweat response and poor 
cooling are often a decrease 
in performance of the horse. 
They may get more tired during 
exercise, and although they still 
have some ability to sweat, it is 
often difficult for caretakers to 
accurately assess the volume of 
sweat they are producing. Over 
time as their ability to sweat 
decreases, their coats become dry 
and during overheating episodes 

it becomes more noticeable. 
Another side effect includes skin 
flakiness, rashes and an overall 
poor hair coat since the sweat 
glands are no longer distributing 
healthy oils to the skin.

“If your horse is one of the 
2% affected by this disease, this 
diagnosis can be an absolute 
disaster,” Brooks said. “Still, I 
think a lot of these horses are 
probably out there doing the best 
they can. They may have slightly 
decreased performance at first or 
become a bit lazy in the summer.  
They are often confused for 
horses that have allergies, asthma, 
or a respiratory infection because 
they pant to cool themselves. 
At first glance, they look as if 
they are struggling to breath, but 
really, they are struggling to cool 
themselves.”

Horse owners who suspect 
their horse has chronic idiopathic 
anhidrosis should regularly take 
the animal’s temperature and 
consult their veterinarian. It may 
appear that the horse has a fever, 
but in reality, their basal body 
temperature is elevated during 

hot times of day because they 
cannot regulate it on their own 
through sweating. Taking their 
temperature regularly can be a 
critical component for managing 
this disease and can help horse 
owners monitor how well efforts 
to help keep their horse cool are 
working and is an important 
weapon to attack this disease.

“This is a very dangerous 
disease,” Brooks said. “We often 
see sweating as a nuisance, but we 
forget that hyperthermia can be a 
very life-threatening emergency. 
This is the time of year, when 
temperatures start to rise, it is 
important to revisit this idea and 
increase awareness among horse 
owners and caretakers about the 
condition.”

Horses that have not previously 
struggled to stay cool and perform 
may still have issues in the future. 
As the disease progresses each 
year and the climate continues 
to warm, chronic idiopathic 
anhidrosis is a condition that 
could be diagnosed more often 
and become worse for those 
horses already affected with the 
disease.

Looking ahead, the research 
team would like to launch a new 
project, using samples from horses 
with and without the disease to 
measure how much of this disease 
is due to changes in the function of 
this particular potassium transfer 
problem compared to other 
factors, like the environment. 
Developing therapies to treat or 
cure chronic idiopathic anhidrosis 
and tests to detect a propensity for 
the condition are future goals as 
well.

“In our first study we went out 

and found horses with chronic 
idiopathic anhidrosis so we would 
love to measure how much of this 
disease is due to the potassium 
transporter and how many horses 
carry this variant,” Brooks said. 
“The next step, in collaboration 
with our colleagues at the UF 
college of veterinary medicine 
and pharmacy, will be to see if we 
can find a compound developed 
for humans that alters potassium 
transfer, potentially offsetting 
the genetic factors contributing 
to chronic idiopathic anhidrosis 
in the horse, and administrable 
in a way that is feasible and 
economical in such a large 
animal.”

“Through directed genomic 
selection, we can eliminate 
chronic idiopathic anhidrosis 
from the horse population,” Rosa 
said. “But that will take time and 
further research.” 

 
 The mission of the University 

of Florida Institute of Food and 
Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) 
is to develop knowledge relevant 
to agricultural, human and natural 
resources and to make that 
knowledge available to sustain 
and enhance the quality of human 
life. With more than a dozen 
research facilities, 67 county 
Extension offices, and award-
winning students and faculty in 
the UF College of Agricultural 
and Life Sciences, UF/IFAS 
brings science-based solutions to 
the state’s agricultural and natural 
resources industries, and all 
Florida residents.

ifas.ufl.edu  |  @UF_IFAS
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2021 PRCA | RAM World Standings

Bareback
1 Tilden Hooper $109,210.78
2 Tim O’Connell $101,525.83
3 Clayton Biglow $72,713.16
4 Kaycee Field $68,855.30
5 Caleb Bennett $61,972.11
6 Garrett Shadbolt $52,771.77
7 Richmond Champion $50,852.39
8 Cole Reiner $46,963.20
9 Jess Pope $43,476.27
10 Tanner Aus $40,790.50
11 Taylor Broussard $40,376.32
12 Zach Hibler $33,549.79
13 Shane O’Connell $33,468.74
14 Jamie Howlett $28,237.92
15 Cole Franks $28,196.77

Steer Wrestling
1 Jacob Talley $97,482.88
2 Tyler Pearson $65,795.07
3 Jesse Brown $53,360.40
4 Scott Guenthner $47,847.92
5 Will Lummus $43,982.90
6 Tyler Waguespack $41,407.08
7 Nick Guy $34,921.46
8 Luke Branquinho $33,752.61
9 Stockton Graves $29,729.60
10 Dirk Tavenner $29,269.10
11 Hunter Cure $28,044.93
12 Stetson Jorgensen $26,692.68
13 Ty Erickson $26,532.88
14 Dakota Eldridge $26,090.29
15 Cade Staton $25,981.70

Team Roiping (Headers)
1 Dustin Egusquiza $102,726.33
2 Erich Rogers $94,161.89
3 Derrick Begay $46,580.12
4 Cody Snow $43,831.76
5 Andrew Ward $42,342.10
6 Clay Smith $41,604.75
7 Clay Tryan $38,312.62
8 Clint Summers $37,997.30
9 Luke Brown $34,649.60
10 Tyler Wade $34,459.85
11 Kaleb Driggers $33,119.42
12 Riley Minor $31,167.45
13 Brenten Hall $29,851.53
14 Rhen Richard $29,373.24
15 Hayes Smith $29,253.85

Team Roping (Heelers)
1 Paden Bray $89,081.67
2 Travis Graves $81,019.94
3 Wesley Thorp $72,901.73
4 Junior Nogueira $48,980.32
5 Jake Long $42,533.54
6 Buddy Hawkins $42,342.10
7 Jade Corkill $41,604.75
8 Ross Ashford $35,055.08
9 Cory Petska $34,135.16
10 Brady Minor $31,167.45
11 Chase Tryan $31,121.71
12 Brye Crites $30,157.29
13 Jake Minor $29,239.90
14 Joseph Harrison $28,560.29
15 Trey Yates $28,024.98

Saddle Bronc Riding
1 Ryder Wright $112,734.28
2 Stetson Wright $94,727.65
3 Dawson Hay $62,144.41
4 Chase Brooks $55,497.26
5 Brody Cress $53,554.65
6 Kolby Wanchuk $47,083.44
7 Cody DeMoss $46,353.58
8 Tegan Smith $44,127.20
9 Wyatt Casper $41,141.93
10 Spencer Wright $40,969.76
11 Zeke Thurston $37,083.28
12 Shorty Garrett $34,170.07
13 Sage Newman $33,039.64
14 Jake Finlay $30,767.23
15 Ben Andersen $28,908.08

Tie Down Roping
1 Tuf Cooper $108,500.82
2 Shane Hancey $106,351.94
3 Caleb Smidt $74,213.58
4 Shad Mayfield $66,470.57
5 Westyn Hughes $65,888.24
6 Haven Meged $60,583.12
7 Kyle Lucas $53,146.76
8 Andrew Burks $49,787.80
9 Cory Solomon $48,347.72
10 Ryan Jarrett $44,120.66
11 Hunter Herrin $43,506.77
12 Justin Smith $42,612.61
13 Marcos Costa $42,136.44
14 Marty Yates $41,273.82
15 Kincade Henry $40,650.79

Steer Roping
1 Cole Patterson $60,393.96
2 Rocky Patterson $36,369.84
3 Jess Tierney $32,103.40
4 Garrett Hale $32,082.81
5 Vin Fisher $31,411.39
6 Shay Good $25,242.82
7 Taylor Santos $24,742.54
8 John E. Bland $24,510.73
9 Chet Herren $23,605.84
10 Bryce Davis $21,859.61
11 Corey Ross $21,793.24
12 Scott Snedecor  $20,825.63
13 Landon McClaugherty $19,881.41
14 Clay Long $17,800.45
15 Mike Chase $17,499.40

Barrel Racing
1 Shelley Morgan $61,630.16
2 Hailey Kinsel $55,859.82
3 Wenda Johnson $53,660.12
4 Emily Miller  $48,500.29
5 Dona Kay Rule $47,361.99
6 Amanda Welsh  $40,212.93
7 Stephanie Fryar  $36,953.23
8 Brittany Pozzi Tonozzi $36,711.20
9 Jordon Briggs $33,980.20
10 Carly Taylor  $33,264.33
11 Cheyenne Wimberley $32,574.03
12 Kelly Carrington-French  $30,869.46
13 Jessica Routier $30,625.44
14 Tiany Schuster  $29,500.26
15 Kassie Mowry   $17,177.02

Breakaway
1Shelby Boisjoli $25,968.22
2 JJ Hampton $24,564.69
3 Cheyanne Guillory $19,371.29
4 Lari Dee Guy    $19,004.16
5 Martha Angelone  $18,581.08
6 Kelsie Chace  $16,942.51
7 Jackie Crawford  $16,749.57
8 Erin Johnson  $16,682.78
9 Hope Thompson $15,015.05
10 Taylor Munsell $13,663.55
11 Jordan Fabrizio $12,363.25
12 Nicole Baggarley  $11,762.40
13 Madison Outhier $10,966.67
14 Amber Crawford $10,834.38
15 Samantha Fulton $10,500.07

Bull Riding
1 Sage Kimzey $120,195.12
2 Stetson Wright $96,294.90
3 Josh Frost $74,139.06
4 Clayton Sellars $72,532.15
5 JB Mauney $66,946.21
6 Colten Fritzlan $66,870.28
7 Creek Young $60,573.83
8 Parker Breding  $59,136.50
9 Boudreaux Campbell $51,084.29
10 Dustin Boquet $49,946.02
11 Laramie Mosley $49,669.46
12 Ruger Piva  $45,376.27
13 Trey Benton $44,373.99
14 Roscoe Jarboe $44,239.12
15 Jordan Spears $36,801.73

                 cc
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This month’s author Cassandra
Santiago is the Recreational
 Therapy Coordinator at the
Human Services Center.  
Santiago is a Certified
Therapeutic Recreation
Specialist (CTRS) and an
American Council of Exercise 
(ACE) Health Coach.

Summer 2021 offers the 
freedom to transition back to a 
sense of normalcy.  Many are 
ready to plunge in and make this 
a summer to remember. Pandemic 
precautions led us to limit social 
activities and gatherings.  Although 
not all restrictions are lifted yet, 
this summer is a breath of fresh air.   

The seemingly sudden and 
dramatic pandemic related pause 
in normal life activities left some 
folks struggling to adjust and to an 
increase in mental health issues.  
Leisure time is important to both 
our bodies and our minds. 

The Therapeutic Recreation 
Department at the Human Services 
Center in Yankton specializes in 
helping people learn to practice 
meaningful and healthy leisure 
skills to help cope with big life 
changes. These four tips can help 
make this summer unforgettable 
as the transition from pandemic 
conditions continues.

1. Choose Meaningful 
Activities  
As we grow older our likes and 

dislikes change. Choose activities 
with the most meaning for this 
time in your lives. Summer camps 
are a great option to help children 
explore various interests because of 
the mixture of leisure opportunities 
they offer. When meaningful 
activities are found, make them 
part of a normal leisure routine.  

2. Be Mindful During Activities  
The practice of mindfulness 

simply means being present in the 
moment. Being mindful within 
an activity allows positive health 
benefits and deeper enjoyment, 
rather than simply passing time 
thinking about what’s next. When a 
person is not engaged in an activity, 
the benefits are limited, stress is 
increased, money and time can be 
wasted, and behavioral issues can 
arise. Practice awareness in a few 
activities to gain the benefit, rather 

than overloading with too many 
activities which leads to feeling 
drained instead of refreshed.   

3. Try Something New 
Trying something new leads 

to confidence and positive self-
esteem. Take a leap of faith this 
summer by trying something you 
have never done before. The term 
“bucket list” is one of the best ways 
to get motivated for this challenge. 
People of all ages can make a list 
of activities to try or places to see. 
Challenge yourself to try one new 
thing each week or once a month.

Whatever the time frame you 
choose, expanding your range of 
leisure interests is a great way to 
help savor the summer.

4. Take time to Rest 
Summer camps, vacations, 

and ice cream are fun, but rest is 
important too.  When adults come 
home from vacation many feel they 

need another vacation just to rest. 
Cranky kids? Rest is needed. Eye 
rolling teens? Rest is needed. For 
our bodies to function properly, 
we need more than just sleep. Take 
time for yourself, by yourself, and 
practice mindful and meaningful 
activities that allow your body to 
heal. 

Another word describing rest is 
self-care. When the body is given 
time to rest on a regular basis a 
person’s mind, body, and spirit are 
rejuvenated and refreshed.

Practicing well-rounded 
leisure improves health, social 
relationships, fitness levels, and 
mental health.  Use this transitional 
summer to practice these skills 
instead of just jumping back into 
the old routine. Focus on healing 
this summer.

“The body heals with play, the 
mind heals with laughter, the spirit 
heals with joy” - Proverb cc

Mental Health Memo
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Sales
Sioux Falls Regional Livestock  Canton, SD
• Feeder Cattle & Slaughter Cows & Bulls: 
MONDAYS START TIME VARIES
Weekly Feeder Cattle Sales start @ 9:00 AM
• Sheep & Goat Sale: WEDNESDAYS @ 9:00 AM- 
All breeding age Ewes, Bucks & Adult Goats 
need to have a scrapies tag! Contact State of SD 
@ 604.224.6186 for free tags & taggers. 
Fed Cattle & Slaughter Cows/Bulls
Wednesdays @ 11:00am
Bred Cow/Heifers & Cow/Calf Pairs
Contact Info : www.sfrlinc.com | 605-372-8000
Stockmen’s Livestock                     Yankton, SD
• Tuesday - Fed Cattle 7:30 am
- Followed by Weigh-Ups
• Wednesday - Feeder Cattle 9:00 am
- Followed by Weigh-Ups
• Fri Bred Cow Sale-Dec 7th & 21st 11:00am
• Thurs Dec 27th-Fed & Feeder Sale 7:30 am
- Followed by Weigh-ups
www.stockmenslivestock.com
(605) 665-9641
Mitchell Livestock                             Mitchell, SD
• WEDNESDAYS: 7:00 am – 1:30 pm Weigh-up 
cows & bulls, 1:30 pm Fat cattle, Followed by 
Breeding Cattle, baby & started calves
THURSDAYS: FEEDER CATTLE SALES
Cattle USA to provide online bidding
605-996-6543 
mitchelllivestockauction.com
Philip Livestock                         Philip, SD
• July 13, 2021 - WEIGHUP COW SPECIAL
• July 20, 2021 - WEIGHUP COW SPECIAL & OPEN 
CONSIGNMENT HORSE SALE
• July 27, 2021 - SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY 
YEARLING & FALL CALF SALE & REGULAR 
CATTLE SALE & ANNIVERSARY BBQ
• August 3, 2021 - Regular Cattle Sale
• August 10, 2021 - Special Yearling Sale & 
Regular Cattle Sale
• August 17, 2021 - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
• August 24, 2021 - SPECIAL YEARLING SALE & 
REGULAR CATTLE SALE
• August 31, 2021 - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
• September 7, 2021 - NO SALE
• September 14, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS 
CALF & YEARLING SALE & REGULAR CATTLE 
SALE

• September 21, 2021 - REGULAR CATTLE SALE
• September 28, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS 
CALF & YEARLING SALE & REGULAR CATTLE 
SALE
• October 5, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS CALF 
SALE
• October 6, 2021 - WEIGH-UP COW, BULL & 
HFRT SALE
• October 12, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS CALF 
& YEARLING SALE
• October 13, 2021 - WEIGH-UP COW, BULL & 
HFRT SALE
• October 19, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS CALF 
SALE
• October 20, 2021 - WEIGH-UP COW, BULL & 
HFRT SALE
• October 26, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS CALF 
& YEARLING SALE
• October 27, 2021 - WEIGH-UP COW, BULL & 
HFRT SALE
• November 2, 2021 - SPECIAL ALL-BREEDS CALF 
SALE
Belle Fourche Livestock         
Belle fourche, SD
• Sale Day Every Thursday
• Special Sales as Advertised
• LMA Auctions - You can now view and bid on 
our sales online by visiting LMAAuctions.com
605-892-2655 | bellefourchelivestock.com

Barrel Races
Roll The Dice                   Rapid City SD
 August 6th & 19th
FINALS - September 2nd
• Pole Exhibitions 1pm-2pm
• 3D Poles Open & Youth 2pm
* Pole Bending will be offered at the first 2
events only!

• Barrel Exhibitions 3pm-6pm
• PeeWee Barrels 6pm
• Open, Youth & Sidepots to follow
CASH ONLY!
Contact Maegan McPherson | 605-685-4182
wagonpinperformancehorses@gmail.com
Lucky Penny Summer Barrel Races
Mitchell, SD
Aug 1
8:00-9:25 am - Open Arena
9:30 - 10:55 Riding Slots
- 15/slot $10/man

11:00am-12:00 pm - Exhibitions
- $5 pay at the gate
11:45 am - Office Closes
12:00 pm- PeeWees - FREE
Big Drag
1st Run
Open Runs $30 | Youth Sidepot $20
2nd Run
Poles
- $20
Sanctioned with Blazin Barrels & SDCC
Year End Buckles for Open and Youth
sponsored by Beukelman & Associates 
Incorporated
Contact Info Penny Schlagel 605-638-0757
theluckypennyproductions@gmail.com
M&M Summer Series     
New Underwood, SD
July 19 | August 9 and August 23rd Finals
Breakaway & Barrel Racing
• Exhibitions:  4pm – 6pm
• Breakaway starts at 6:00pm with 
the Youth in the Small Arena
• PeeWees:  6:30pm
• Open 5D:  Following the PeeWees
- 3D Youth: Runs with the Open
Breakaway small arena
Barrels large arena. 
Contact Maegan McPherson 
605-685-4182
wagonpinperformancehorses@gmail.com
Flandreau 5D Barrel Races 
Moody County Fairgrounds
July 13th | Aug 6th | Aug 24th
Sept 10th | Sept 12th FINALS
• Arena Ride Time w/ Barrels Up $10
4:30 | 5:00 | 5:30
• Exhibitions $5
6:00-6:30 (Limited to 30)
• PeeWees - 6:45pm Sharp - FREE
• 1st Open - $30
• 2nd Open - $30
Series Awards - Points given 1st - 5th to Horse/
Rider combo in each Divison of BOTH open 
Runs - Points from different Ds added together. 
Must attend 6 of the 12 races to be eligible for 
awards. Tie Breaker - Fastest run of Last Event
Reserve Ride Time, Exhibitions & Entries by 
TEXTING: 605-864-8294
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Boomgarden Barrel Races 
Summer Series
Clay County Rodeo Grounds
31759 460th Ave Vermillion, SD 57069
July 14th | July 28th | August 11th | August 25th
September 1
Please TEXT me to reserve time slots/
exhibitions/ and to enter! 605-214-1055
Time slots - limit of 15 riders per slot
#1 – 5:00 to 5:25 - $10.00
#2 – 5:30 to 5:55 - $10.00
#3 – 6:00 to 6:25 - $10.00
#4 – 6:30 to 6:55 - $10.00
Exhibitions – 7:00 to 7:25
$5.00 limit of 25
7:30 - Pee Wee’s - Free
we will Tractor followed by  
Double Header Barrel Race - Entry Fee $30.00
(PENDING - Sanctioned with SDCC and Blazin 
Barrels)  
Time Only’s - $5.00 in between the 2 runs
$30.00 per run / $10.00 per time slot / $5.00 per 
exhibition 
checks made to : Boomgarden Barrel Races

Ropings
Wrangler Team Roping 
Championships
• July 17 & 18  Ft Pierre, SD  Fairgrounds
• July 17 & 18 Huntley, MT Dennis Schuchard 
Memorial Blue Cat Arena
• July 24 & 25 Parshall, ND Healing Horse Ranch
• July 24 & 25 Twin Bridges, MT  Fairgrounds
• July 31 & Aug 1 Great Falls, MT  Saddle Club 
Arena
• August 7 & 8 Hardin, MT Randy & Michael Not 
Afraid Memorial
• August 19 Aberdeen, SD  Fairgrounds
• August 21 & 22 Jamestown, ND  Jamestown 
Arena
• August 28 & 29 Dickinson, ND  Fairgrounds
• August 28 & 29 Laurel, MT Millers Horse Palace
For more info 
• September 5 & 6 ~ Buffalo Gap, ND FLYER 
COMING SOON
• September 18 & 19 ~ Belle Fourche, SD ~ 
Fairgrounds
• September 27, 28, 29, 30, October 1, 2, 3 ~ 
WTRC NATIONAL TEAM ROPING FINALS

www.wranglerteamroping.com

Clinics
Charmayne James Barrel Racing 
Clinics
Fee will be $595 | All ages of riders
Schools will usually start on a Thursday at 
1:00pm and close on Sunday around 11:00am.
For more info you can email clinics@
charmaynejames.com
Stalls and RV hookups are a separate fee. 
Payable to the facility.
July 15 -18 Corvallis, Montana
5C Arena
August 12 -15  Joliet, Montana
The Cottonwood Equine Center
September 16 – 19 Lancaster, Ohio 
Crazy Woman Ranch
October 14 – 17 Rainsville, Alabama
Northeast Alabama Agri-Business Center
November 4 -7 Riverside, California 
Riverside Rancheros
Ty Tuff Goat Tying Clinic
• Tuition- $300 includes $150 non-refundable 
deposit due two weeks before the clinic to 
secure student’s spot.
• Tuition is $325 if flying to the clinic site.
• Clinic focuses on groundwork, dismounting, 
horsemanship and mental toughness with 
video taping and playback for critiquing.
• Age level depends on child, usually like them 
to be 7.
• Beginner to advanced levels girls and boys 
welcome!
• Clinic letter will be sent out after deposit is 
sent in to give student further information 
specifically related to the clinic in which they 
are enrolled.
• For more current information on clinics and 
what’s going on, check TYTUFF Goat Tying 
private fan page on Facebook.
Josey Ranch Clinics
• September 10-12 - Train To Win - 2 1/2 Day BR 
Clinic Tuition $495
• September - Hattiesburg, MS - 2 1/2 Day BR  
Clinic Tuition $495
• October 15-17 - Sapulpa, OK - 2 1/2 Day BR  
Clinic Tuition $495
• Nov 19-21 - 2 1/2 Day BR Clinic Tuition $495
• Nov 26-28 - 3 Day BR Clinic Tuition $550

• Dec 27-29 - 2 1/2 Day BR Clinic Tuition $495
• March 19-21, 2021 - Bloomsburg, PA - 2 1/2 Day 
BR Clinic Tuition $495
• June 13-19, 2021 - 7 Day Breakaway Roping 
School Tuition $895
www.joseywesternstore.com
Next Level Goat Tying
NRS 3 Day Clinic  | Decatur, TX
July 30, 31 & August 1, 2021 
Our NRS 3 Day clinics are clinics you don’t want 
to miss! This is a unique opportunity for 3 days 
of arena and classroom instruction with the 
Next Level Goat Tying instructors and daily 
workouts with Carly Green. 
Our NRS clinics truly are Next Level!
Want to just fly to the clinic? No problem!  
Horses are optional as we will be using the 
Cattleac Horse Savers for dismount instruction.  
This Next Level Clinic is open to all levels of 
boys and girls ages 7 and up.  
The clinic will cover groundwork drills, safe 
dismounts, and making competitive rodeo 
runs. 
Tuition is $550.  Tuition includes lunch all 3 days, 
one stall for 2 nights, and a clinic t-shirt.
Jr. American and Tie for the Crown qualifier 
jackpot Saturday night!
Go to www.nrsevents.com and click on “Clinics” 
to register.

Open Riding Schedule
Mondays                              Rapid City, SD
Open Riding, James Kjerstad Event Center, 
605-355-3861 
Tuesdays                             Rapid City, SD
Cattle (during day) and Roping (evening), James 
Kjerstad Event Center, 605-355-3861
Wednesdays                       Rapid City, SD
Barrel Racing, James Kjerstad Event Center, 
605-355-386

Want Something Listed?
Contact Us!
Maegan McPherson 605-685-4182
advertise@todayshorse.net 
Whitney Knippling 605-730-2552
subscribe@todayshorse.net
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